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About Us

We recommend and execute investment strategies tailoring to the 

needs and risk appetite of our clients. We work with many asset 

managers and financial servicers offering investment products and funds 

managed by reputable asset managers domestically and internationally.

“We are the premier personal and professional 

investment advisor”
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About our Management

Pol.Gen. Dr. Chidchai Vanasatidya

Mr. Kasemsit Pathomsak

Mr. Chaiwat Atsawintarangkun, CPA

Mr. Chirayu Assanuvong

Mr. Thanutum Kiatphaibool

Dr. Thamnoon Ananthothai

Ms. Chanya Rattanaprapakul

Mr. Thanomphong Pathomsak

Dr. Kraisorn Chansiri

Chairman

Mrs. Vijitra Sudtikitpisan

Ms. Sriwan Sethiwan
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Our Executives

Mr. Kasemsit Pathomsak

Mr. Thanomphong Pathomsak

Ms. Chanya Rattanaprapakul

Mrs. Vijitra Sudtikitpisan

Dr. Thamnoon Ananthothai

Executive Director Executive Chairman and Group CEO

Executive Director and CEO of 

Merchant Partners Asset Management

Executive Director and Group COO and 

MD of Merchant Partners Securities PLC.

Executive Director
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Our Services

Private Wealth Services

Mutual Fund Agent Services

Investment Banking Services

Securities Services

Underwriting Services

Private Fund Management Services
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Our Discretionary Portfolio 
Infinite Investment Opportunities to Cater the Unique Need 
“Designed to Provide Long-Term Capital Growth

Domestic 

Equity Fund

Mixed Fund

(Fund of Fund)

Offshore 
Investment

• Small Mid Cap
• Power Beta
• All Cap
• High Growth
• High Dividend

• Power ETF 

• Merchant Global Megatrends
• Flying Dragon Fund
• 10 Xponential Growth Fund

• Global Asset Allocation - Growth
• Global Asset Allocation - Balanced
• Global Asset Allocation - Defensive



Investment Objective

Merchant Global Megatrends

Merchant Global Megatrends :A long-term fund-of-funds 
strategy based on thematic exchange-traded funds (ETFs). 
The strategy aims to provide investors with access to high-
growth thematic ETFs that correspond to megatrends that 
have the potential to change society over the next decade. 
The portfolio is benchmarked against MSCI ACWI TR Index 
but may deviate significantly from the benchmark. 
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ETFs are becoming a popular building-block for portfolios



Investment Objective

Giving our esteemed clients access to the future
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The Merchant Global Megatrends (MGM) fund is a high-alpha strategy that aims to 
provide superior absolute returns by buying and holding thematic ETFs that relate to megatrends.

Megatrend: structural force that systemically shifts society and shapes the future.



The power of disruptive technology
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Nothing ever changes … until it does so in a blink of an eye. 

Easter Sunday, 1900 U.S. Bureau of Public Roads.

Spot the car.

Fifth Avenue, New York City, on Easter Sunday, 1900 U.S. Bureau of Public Roads. 

Photographer unknown. – National Archives and Records Administration, Records 

of the Bureau of Public Roads.
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Genomics: The Beginning of the Runway?

- Genomic sequencing volumes are increasing in 2021 on the back of increased COVID-19 surveillance efforts. While in the short-

term this should boost sequencing, we think this is just the beginning of the runway. 

- COVID-19 presents a case study for how useful genomic information can be for monitoring population health and developing 

interventions. 
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Telemedicine & Digital Health: Utilization Continues to Rise 

- Telemedicine utilization is ticking back upward in 2021, continuing the trend seen at the end of last year following a summer drop-

off. Patients are drawn to the convenience of virtual health care, while providers are continuing to solidify their virtual 

infrastructure.
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- Global passenger/light duty electric vehicle (EV) sales came in at just under 1.1M vehicles for Q1 2021 (+125% year-over-year) and 

could reach 4.4M by the end of the year (+40% YoY). 

- While EVs still cost more than internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles to purchase, cheaper batteries are contributing to 

declining costs and the total cost of ownership for EVs is cheaper than that of ICEs. 

- In our view, supportive government policy and shifting automaker priorities will help bring prices down further and increase EV 

penetration.

EVs & Battery Tech: Essential Components of an Electrified Future
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FinTech: Mobile Payments

- FinTech is continuing to disrupt the way we transact and access financial services in 2021. Last year’s accelerated shift to a 

cashless economy has continued into this year, with some estimating that global mobile payment adoption will reach just below

20% by year’s end.
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Video Games & Esports: Streaming Numbers Show Record Interest

- Video game streaming viewership is continuing to grow in 2021, breaking the records set at the height of the pandemic. In our

view, this reflects that increased video game consumption is not just here to stay, but is poised for continued growth. Posit ive

streaming numbers both solidify the case for video games as an entertainment medium for spectators and imply demand for the 

video games that are being streamed.
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Cloud Computing: Hybrid Work-from-Home Driving Spend

- Cloud computing is continuing to play an important role in 2021. Though lockdown measures have been lifted for the most part,

many companies are embracing hybrid in-office/work-from-home arrangements that will require continued investment in cloud 

resources. 
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E-commerce: Continuing to Capture Retail Sales

- E-commerce’s share of retail sales has remained above pre pandemic levels across all product areas in 2021. We expect to see 

further penetration across all categories, with previously lagging areas like food/beverage, auto, and health/beauty gaining the

most share. Recent real estate trends give credence to this forward looking view, with strength in net leasing of warehouse space 

and weakness in retail space.
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Putting the Chip Shortage into the Context of Long-Term Trends

- Many of the disruptive technologies currently moving up the S-Curve in adoption rely on semiconductors. Whether it’s electric and 

autonomous vehicles, artificial intelligence, industrial robots, or IoT devices, few disruptive technologies don’t rely on 

semiconductors in one way or another. In fact, in its Q1 2021 earnings conference, TSMC said its decision to ramp up capital 

expenditure to $30bn in FY2021 was because of “multi-year structural megatrends of 5G-related and HPC (high-powered 

computing) applications.”

- The takeaway is that despite short-term obstacles in the semiconductor industry, it is important not to lose sight of the long-term 

trends that are already in motion and likely to structurally increase semiconductor demand over the next decade, or longer.



 On the sliding scale of supply/demand imbalances for water, the UN has defined several key point of concern : 
water shortage and absolute water scarcity. Of these imbalances, water scarcity is perhaps one of the biggest 
problems facing the 21st-century world.

Water : Growing Demand and a Finite Supply

Source : Allianz global Team and USGS
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 Millennials, who are now the US nation's largest generation, have also embraced pet ownership. Many 
millennials are becoming pet owners before, or even instead of, having children. Today, 37 million U.S. 
millennials have pets, and they are spending over $16 billion on them annually. They are even factoring their 
pets' needs into major decisions like purchasing homes.

Pets are loyal companions and increasingly thought of as part of the family. 

Source : PAWZ ETF Investment Case
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Merchant Global Megatrends Fund as 31 July 2021

3M 6M YTD 1Year 2020**

MGM Fund +5.70% -0.79% +3.63% +23.79% +29.00%

Benchmark* +4.46% +11.06% +14.01% +33.32% +12.62%

Excess return +1.25% -11.84% -10.38% -9.53% +16.38%

Performance

Note: Fund performance is shown based on the NAV with income reinvested including actual ongoing charges excluding any entry fees, exit fees and performance
fee. Past performance is not an indication of current and future performance. Please refer to the document(s) for details, including the risk factors before investing.
Indices do not include fees or operating expenses and are not available for actual investment.
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* 100% M1WD
- M1WD : MSCI World Index USD (Net Total Return)

** Inception date : 17 Feb 2020



Global Megatrends

Merchant Global Megatrends
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What We Offer

Investment Period  

Investment Strategy

Asset Class

Expected Return

Dividend Policy

Minimum Investment 

Legal Form

MGM 

Long term (approximately 3-5 years)

Merchant Global Megatrends is a discretionary 

portfolio, which invests in thematic exchange-traded                               

funds (ETFs). The strategy aims to provide investors with 

access to high-growth thematic ETFs that correspond to 

megatrends that have the potential to change society 

over the next decade. The may deviate significantly 

from the stated benchmark. 

Global ETF

MSCI ACWI Net Return USD Index

No Policy

10 Million Baht

Segregated personal portfolio



What analysts see ahead on Thematic ETFs tumble
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What analysts see ahead on an opportunities in Thematic ETFs theme

- That demand hasn’t gone away, Armando Senra, BlackRock’s head of iShares Americas, told CNBC’s “ETF Edge” in an interview 

at 3 May 2021.

- “We’re not just chasing one-year themes. We’re looking for 10-year themes,” Senra said, calling thematic investing “a long-term 

growth story for us and for the industry.”

- While high-growth tech trades may take a back seat to value-based investments as the economic reopening gets underway, 

themes do have staying power, Salvatore Bruno, chief investment officer of IndexIQ, said in the same “ETF Edge” interview.

- “You can’t divorce these thematic strategies from what’s going on in the capital markets, but we do think that the opportunity 

set in thematics is big,” Bruno said.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

N
A

V
/U

N
IT

Note: (*) Highwater mark is reset every time performance fee is paid out

10.00

+30%
NAVPU (net mgmt. fee) = 13.32

NAVPU (net mgmt. fee) 11.50

Highwater mark/Unit = 12.99

Year-1: MPAM would earn 
20% of profits only if
total annual profit
exceeds the hurdle rate

10%*(13.32-10.00) * Unit

NAVPU (net mgmt. fee) = 14.76

+35%
-10%

Year-2: MPAM would earn no 
additional profits until total portfolio 
value recoups incremental losses (i.e. 
erases the highwater mark deficit) and  
exceeds the highwater mark

Highwater mark/Unit = 14.58

Year-3: MPAM would only 
earns performance fees on 
incremental profits above the 
highwater mark and then only 

to the extent that incremental 
profits exceed the hurdle rate

10%*(14.76-12.99)*Unit

High watermark concept is applied as protective mechanism for 
the investors ( Hurdle Rate 0%, Performance Fee 10% )
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Biographies

Piyaporn Montien is a lead fund manager of Merchant Partners Asset Management. She holds experience in finance industry over 16 

years and have been a part of several leading securities and listed companies. Prior joining the firm, she worked as a private fund 

manager and worked in bottom-up stock selection, doing thorough and deep analysis for each industry and studying the individual 

attributes of a company. Piyaporn obtained a Master degree in Economics from National Institute of Development Administration..

Piyaporn Montien

Julaluck Choochuay is a fund manager for Thai equity. She is responsible for overseeing all aspect of Thai equity investment team 

including portfolio management, research and trading. She has over 7 years of experience specializing in portfolio management and 

investment analysis. Julaluck obtained a Master of Science in Finance from Chulalongkorn University.

Julaluck Choochuay

Jittipong Meepien is a fund manager for global asset allocation. He is a professional fund manager with years of experience and 

specialist for multi-asset foreign investment (fixed income and equity) as well as alternative investment such as REITs. He is responsible 

for strategic and tactical asset allocation on active investment basis. Jittipong obtained an MSc Investment & Finance from University 

of Strathclyde.

Jittipong Meepien

Watcharin Dungsang is a fund manager for global asset allocation and high growth equity funds. He is a professional fund manager 

with a pass of all 3 levels of Certified Investment and Securities analyst (CISA) license and a specialist for multi-asset foreign investment 

(fixed income and ETFs).  He is responsible for strategic and tactical asset allocation on an active investment basis. Watcharin

obtained Bachelor’s degree in Economics Thammasat University, first-class honors.

Watcharin Duangsang

Vuthiphong Boonyanantkij is a fund manager for Thai equity. He is responsible for Thai equity investment and using the bottom-up 

investing approach that focus on a specific company and its fundamentals. He is skilled in mid – small cap companies that offer 

attractive growth potential. Vuthiphong obtained a Master of Economic from Chulalongkorn University.

Vuthiphong Boonyanantkij
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Biographies

Prakit Siriwattakage is a strategist of Merchant Partners Asset Management. He holds experience as equity and derivative strategist 

as well as technical analyst. Prior joining the firm, he spent 4 years at Kasikorn Securities Public Company Limited and 6 years at 

Asia Plus Securities Company Limited where he was a strategist. Additionally, he was a special lecturer for strategic investment for 

National Institute of Development Administration, Thailand and other colleagues such as Business school, University of the Thai 

Chamber of Commerce and Rangsit University. He obtained a Master of Science Program in Applied Management from National 

Institute of Development Administration and a Master of Engineering in Civil Engineering from King Mongkut's University of 

Technology. He earned IAA Awards for Analysts in 2013 and 2014 for Best Technical Analyst and Popular Analyst from Money 

Channel in 2015.

Prakit Siriwattakage

Siwapon joined Merchant Merchant Partners Asset Management in 2020 where she is responsible for formulation of global asset 

allocation, mutual fund selections and wealth management research. She has over 10 years’ experience in financial market 

specialist in investment research and portfolio management of multi-asset strategies. Siwapon holds a M.Sc. in Investment 

Management from Cass Business School.

Siwapon Santanapipat, CFA



Contact Us
2nd and 25th floor, Charn Issara Tower 1,
Rama 4 Road Suriyawong Subdistrict,

Bangrak District, Bangkok 10500
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Investment in private fund differs from general funds.  It may involve greater investment risks and complexity. Even though the investor may have 

investment experience in capital markets, the investor must understand that the resulting investment value could be more or less than the original 

principal invested.

Past performance is not an indication of future performance. Information appearing on this factsheet has been carefully prepared and collected from 

the SET, Bloomberg and internal resources in order to provide maximum accuracy. It is current only as of the date on which it is issued and may no 

longer be true or complete when read by the investor. Any opinions expressed in this document are also subject to change without notice.

Please refer to other relevant product documentation and seek advice from a financial advisor regarding the suitability of this product by 

understanding the investment features, relevant risks and specific conditions of this fund before making any investment decision.

This document is for the purpose of dissemination of general information. It is not considered as an investment advice, offer, or solicitation to enter into 

any transaction. 

Disclaimer


